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wm Loan checks will arrive faster 
1 Casino Night 
' set for next 
week 
Get ready to kiss those dice and 
pray for luck, a s  gambling fever 
is about to hit JSU again. 
The gambling bug will con- 
sume JSU when Casino Night 2 
tipsoff 7p.m.,Wednesday,March 
8, in Leone Cole Auditorium. The 
games will last until 10:OO that 
evening. At 10:30,an auction will 
be held in which participants can 
use their earnings to purchase 
prizes. Tickets for the event a r e  
$3 for students, $5 for adults. All 
money the SGA receives from 
Casino Night will be used in a 
joint effort with Dr. George Miller, 
Vice President for Business Af- 
fairs, to add additional lighting 
to the quad. 
Throughout the night, partici- 
pantswill gamblewith fake money 
in an effort to earn fake millions, 
which will be used to purchase 
items during the auction. A new 
television and VCR a r e  just a 
couple of the items to be auc- 
tioned off. A number of free 
prizes, such a s  drama tickets, 
tanning packages, and gift cer- 
tificates will be given out a s  door  
prizes throughout the night. 
It is important to note that, un- 
like last year, money will b e  
counted after 10:00, and  groups 
will be given a bidding card. 
After the auctioning has begun, 
participants will not be  allowed 
to combine money and  bidding 
cards. This has been done  in a n  
effort to make Casino Night more 
fair, according to organizers. 
Entertainment for the evening 
will consist of music performed 
by Ravenwood. Robert Ray and 
Tim Hanby of WLJS, 92-5, will be  
giving away prizes and  serving 
a s  auctioneers. Casino Night T- 
shirts will also be  sold a t  the SGA 
office beginning early next week. 
-- Patrick Rogers 
Direct lending promises 
to simplib, expediate 
loan process 
By Benjamin Cunningham 
News editor 
JSU students won't have to wait as long 
for those checks to come in, thanks to a 
new federal program for financial aid. 
JSU is joining some 1,000 other colleges 
across the nation this fall in the William D. 
Ford Federal Direct Student Loan Pro- 
gram, commonly known as Direct Lend- 
ing. The plan is designed to replace the 
Stafford Loan Program, which is being 
discontinued. 
JSU President Harold McGee is enthusi- 
astic about the program's benefit for the 
students and the University. "We feel the 
Direct Lending program will enable us to 
better serve our students, since the applica- 
tion process will be simplified and loan 
funds will be delivered to borrowers in a 
more timely manner," McGee said. 
The key in speeding up distribution of 
funds in the Direct Lending program is an 
electronic link between participating 
schools and the U.S. Department of Edu- 
cation. The electronic hook-up will allow 
the JSU Financial Aid Office to request 
loan funds and disburse the money within 
Getting help: Larry Smith (left) and staffmemberAngelia Waid talk overjinancial aid options 
with junior Sherry Cain, a Faculty Scholar from Piedmont. 
days, according to financial aid director repayment period and a more flexible re- 
Larry Smith. payment plan, Smith said. The minimum 
"Right now students have to wait some- repayment period will be extended to 12 
times over four weeks to receive their loans years, as opposed to 10 years under the 
from the lenders, and after the fall semester Stafford program. 
we hope to turn that around to a matter of 72 
hours," Smith said. See Loans 
The new program also has an extended page 4 
Fort McClellan turns up on closure list 
r BY Beniarnin Cunninaham 
News editor 
Fort McClellan is on the chopping block ... 
again. 
For the third time in five years, the Army and 
the Pentagon have included Anniston's Fort 
McClellan on a list of bases it recommends for 
closing or realignment. This year's list in- 
cludes about two dozen major military bases, 
along with 80 smaller installations. 
On both previous occasions, an independent 
commission that studies the Pentagon's list 
before sending it to the President removed Fort 
McClellan, saving it from closure. 
Under the Pentagon's plan, Fort McClellan's 
Military Police and Chemical schools would 
be moved to Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, 
and the Defense Polygraph Institute would go 
toFort Jackson, South Carolina. Pelham Range 
would come under the control of the Alabama 
National Guard. 
According to Army studies, Calhoun County 
would lose about 10,747 military and civilian 
Job losses 
Studies show Alabama would rank 
second in overall job losses if the list 
is approved as-is. 
jobs both directly and indirectly related to the 
fort by the year 2001. The 2,184 indirectly 
related jobs alone represent 17.3 percent of the 
area's employment, according to the study. 
In fact, if the list were approved as-is, the 
entire state of Alabama would rank second in 
net initial job losses, behind only Texas' 6,981. 
The study says net job losses in Alabama could 
be 4,946. 
On the brighter side, the Anniston Army De- 
pot (AAD) would gain an additional 1,012 jobs 
under the Pentagon's plan from the closing of 
the Red Rover Army Depot in Texas. 
Members of a local task force to keep the fort 
open say they plan to use the same strategies 
, i 
that worked during the closure attempts in 
1991 and 1993. "Our strategy this time will be 
the same ... to emphasize the military value of 
Fort McClellan to the national defense of this 
country," Walt Phillips of the Calhoun County 
Chamber of Commerce's task force told the 
Anniston Star recently. 
The task force is wasting no time in ready- 
ing its pitch to remove Fort McClellan from the 
closure list. "Right now our task force is in full 
swing, with meetings and sessions every day," 
said a spokesperson for the Chamber of Com- 
merce. 
Officials at Fort McClellan say there is little 
they can do to keep the fort open. "We cannot 
fight to keep Fort McClellan apen, per se," 
said Mike Abrams, of the Fort McClellan Pub- 
lic Affairs Office. "We are here to follow the 
orders of the leadership of the Army," he 
added. "It is not our job to fight to keep Fort 
McClellan open. Ourjob is to continue to train 
soldiers who are here training. So it kind of 
puts us in a different kind of position." 
Students expecting to graduate in August 1995 who 
have not yet taken the English Competency Examination 
should contact Gena Christopher immediately. Her 
phone number is 782-5856, and her office is 11 7 Stone 
Center. 
The Cottaauilla Council of Girl Scouts would like to 
announce the hiring for summer employment at Camp 
Cottaquilla from June 18-July 29. All majors welcome 
to apply. For more information, contact Phyllis West at 
237-2825. 
The Calhoun County Board of Registrars will be set 
up on the fourth floor of TMB on March 22 from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. to register students to vote. 
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 
Rutgers basketball team under gag order 
While hoping that the furor 
caused over remarks made by 
President Francis Lawrence dies 
down, Rutgers University officials 
have come under fire again, this 
time for trying to silence mem- 
bers of the men's basketball team. 
The American Association of 
University Professors has criti- 
because they are talented athletes." 
Two days after student protest- 
ers demanding the resignation of 
Lawrence halted the Scarlet 
Knights' game against the Uni- 
versity of Massachusetts, guard 
Damon Santiago told a Targum 
reporter that he thought Lawrence 
should resign. 
2-20-95 JSU reported trespassing at Crow Hall. 
2-21 -95 Cynthia G. Bloomfield reported breaking 
and entering on an auto and theft of property at Pete 
Mathews Coliseum parking lot. 
2-22-95 Brian Jason Bedford, 19, of Clarkston, 
Ga., was arrested and charged with forgery. 
2-23-95 James Rowe reported theft of property at 
Salls Hall. 
2-23-95 Carlos Lamont Tate, 19, of Birmingham, 
was arrested and charged with giving a false name 
to an officer. 
1 2-23-95 JSU reported the giving of a false name to an officer and minors in possession of alcohol at the 
corner of Trustee Circle and Nelson Avenue. 
2-23-95 Delanford Thompson, 18, of Birmingham, ' was arrested and charged with being a minor in 
possession of alcohol. 
2-23-95 Antonio Maurice Alexander, 19, of Bir- 
mingham, was arrested and charged with being a 
minor in possession of alcohol. 
2-24-95 Robert Scott Yackow reported criminal 
mischief in Pete Mathews Coliseum parking lot. 
2-25-95 JSU reported trespassing at Crow Hall. 
2-27-95 Penny Rebecca Self reported theft of 
services at Luttrell Hall. 
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cized the Rutgers administration 
for imposing a "gag order" on 
members of the team after they 
attended a rally demanding 
Lawrence's resignation and spoke 
with reporters at The Daily 
Targum, the campus newspaper. 
"We condemn the attempt to 
stifle the free speech of the mem- 
bers of the Rutgers men's basket- 
ball team," the AAUP stated in a 
resolution. "Their rights to react 
as students to this issue or any 
other must not be curtailed simply 
Senior forward Jamal Philips 
told a reporter that he supported 
the action of the protesting stu- 
dents. "A lot of people felt this 
was the wrong setting for them to 
make their protest, but I didn't," 
he said. 
The next day, head coach Bob 
Wenzel asked team members not 
to discuss the issue with report- 
ers. 
Rutgers sports information di- 
rector Pete Kowalski said the 
warning had nothing to do with 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 
censorship. "We didn't know 
where or when the game would be 
replayed yet, and we didn't want 
to jeopardize any possible deci- 
sion by the NCAA," he said. 
Since the Feb. 7 basketball game 
protest, in which 150 students 
flooded onto the court, Lawrence 
has issued a warning to students 
that they may face punishment if 
they interfere with another game. 
"The forum has been used to make 
a point, and no further disruptions 
will be tolerated," Lawrence said. 
In late January, the AAUP re- 
leased a tape of a speech made by 
Lawrence in November in which 
he said African-Americans lack 
the "genetic hereditary back- 
ground" to score well on the SAT. 
Lawrence has since apologized 
for the remarks. 
Zima prompts complaints about underage drinking 
It looks like sparkling bottled water, is as sweet as to adult drinkers and has marketed the drink ac- 
a soda, and packs the punch of a beer. cordingly. 
But despite the slogan "Unique Alcohol Bever- "We've stated all along that Zima is an alcoholic 
age" printed each label of Zima, some law enforce- beverage," he said, adding that Coors is involved 
ment officials and parents are complaining that with programs designed to combat underage drink- 
underage drinkers often don't know they're drink- ing on college campuses across the nation. 
ing alcohol until it's too late. "Our initial television commercials took place in 
"Zima is so sweet, so different from beer, that bars. We were appealing to a market by showing 
some teens might think it's like Seven-Up or Sprite where the beverage would be served, and since you 
and keep drinking it with no real concerns about how have to be 21 to get served alcohol, we felt the 
drunk they might end up," said Kae McGuire, asso- advertising campaign stated the obvious." 
ciate director of the Trauma Foundation of San Alexander said some of the complaints he's heard 
Francisco General Hospital. "They drink it and about the drink arecontradictory. "People say kids 
drink it, and all of a sudden it hits them. There could are getting drunk on Zima because they don't know 
be some serious problems." it contains alcohol," he said. "Then they say kids 
In an effort to answer critics who say the corpora- drink Zima because they think it tastes better than 
tion is prompting teen drinlung and drunk driving, other alcoholic drinks. It can't be both ways." 
Coors Brewing Company is sending out letters "Zima has the same alcohol content as premium 
strongly denying that Zima, the colorless alcoholic beers," said. Jon Goldman, a company representa- 
beverage, is being targeted for young drinkers. tive. 
Since Zima became widely available last year, Goldman says that Zima is brewed like beer 
parents, school advisors and law enforcement offi- before the beer color and taste are filtered out. 
cials from more than 12 states have contacted Coors Natural flavors are then added, which give the 
expressing concern over the drink's content, fearing drink its unique flavor. 
that the taste has attracted teens who would other- Despite the controversy over Zima, most serious 
wise not be interested in drinking alcohol. bar patrons have strong feelings about the drink. 
Coors officials, however, say that it's naive to "I'm starting to like it more and more," said Tracy 
blame underage drinking on any one consumer Randano on a recent Thursday night at a bar near 
product. DePaul University's Chicago campus. "I never 
"There have been rum and Cokes around forever, really liked beer, and this is something different." 
and wine coolers have been around for a while, too," But its taste was perhaps too different for Eric 
said Bart Alexander, spokesperson for Coors. "Are Hughes, who accompanied Randano. "It tastes like 
these drinks responsible for underage drinking?' sugar water," he said. "I feel like I should be 
Alexander said that Coors created Zima to appeal drinking it with a straw." 
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r By Benjamin Cunningham 
News editor 
The new Miss JSU is wasting no time in 
using her position to help the community. 
Keme Bentley, crowned Miss JSU in 
January, is worlung with the local Ex- 
change Club in a drive to collect clothing 
for a thrift store to benefit abused children. 
"The Exchange Club is a community ser- 
vice organization," said Bentley, a sopho- 
more psychology major. "They work 
mainly around child abuse and child abuse 
prevention. What they did is they opened 
up a store, like a thrift shop ... and all the 
money that they raise from that store goes 
to child abuse prevention programs." 
As Miss JSU, Bentley's platform deals 
with violence and childabise. 
Bzntley has been working with the Ex- 
change Club to collect clothing on campus 
for the store. "There's boxes in the bottoms 
of all the dorms, and some in TMB ... for 
students to put anything they want to do- 
nate in." 
The~lothin~drive, which began last week 
and is scheduled to run through today, has 
evoked quite aresponse on campus, Bentley 
said. "Already I've got over 20 bags of 
Bentley: Miss JSU works with Exchange Club 
.clothes and other stuff, furniture, and all 
kinds of stuff." The strong response has 
surprised Bentley. "So far, I didn't think I 
would, but I've gotten a lot." 
Bentley said that if the project continues 
to be a success, she may do more in the near 
future. "After this I may have another one 
and get some other people to do it with 
me." 
Order of Omega 
The JSU chapter of the Order of 
Omega Honor Society for Greeks 
was refounded in 1991. Terry Casey 
is the adviser for this organization. 
Order of Omega will initiate eight 
new members this semester. Qualif i- 
cations for this honor society include: 
a GPA higher than the Greek aver- 
age leadership within the Greek com- 
munity and on-campus activities. 
New Order of Omega members 
are: Debbie Culpepper of Delta Zeta, 
Forrest Harrington of Kappa Alpha, 
Lisa Koschak of Zeta Tau Alpha, 
Christian LeBlanc o f  Alpha Tau 
Omega, Sam Pritchett of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, Steve Raney of Kappa Al- 
pha, Kellie Thomas of Zeta Tau Al- 
pha and Bobby Woodard of Delta 
Chi. 
The sisters of Phi M u  Fraternity 
wi l l  work with patients at Children's 
Hospital in Birmingham this Satur- 
day and Saturday, March 11. 
Sorority o f  the Week and Del- 
egate of the Week are sponsored by 
the Panhellenic Council. Congratula- 
members named 
tions to Delta Zeta and Allison Bain 
of Phi M u  for receiving these awards. 
Delta Zeta implemented a desig- 
nated driver program, held several 
chapter activities and participated 
in a rape workshop this past week. 
Allison Bain represents her sorority 
with enthusiasm each week and is  a 
positive attribute to Panhellenic 
Council. 
Alpha Omicron Pi is sponsoring 
a "Mr. Sexy Man" contest. All pro- 
ceeds from this fundraiser will be 
contributed to the Arthritis Founda- 
tion. For information, contact any 
AOPi sister. 
Alpha Xi Delta is collecting 
canned goods and money for the 
tornado victims of Arab, Ala. Con- 
tributions can be taken to the Alpha 
Xi Chapter room, third floor of 
Sparkman Hall. 
Sigma Gamma Rho is sponsor- 
ing a Stop the Violence Campaign 
Feb. 27-March 2. 
-- Brandie Julian 
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S 
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY. 
I I 
6 Carry only enough cash to last the day. I I 6 Keep your wallet in your front pocket. 
I Anyone who tries t o  borrow your last five spot I 
I I t  discourages pickpockets. So does wearlng , 
I 
I ~sn't a friend, anyway. 
I 
really tight pants. 
I I 
I 0 Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm!' 6 Put your picture on your credit card. I 
I 
I 
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled A Citibank Photocard is  tough for anyone else 
I "spare change." t o  use, unless they look just like you. I I I 
I I 
I 
1 8 Mark up every space on checks. 
I 
I Don't  leave room for someone t o  fill in their 
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Robitaille named Student Nur 
v By Lesley Gray teach a nurse to care," she said, 
but according to Robitaille, that's News writer 
what it's all about. 
A JSU nursing student has been 
named Student Nurse of the Year 
by the Alabama Association of 
Nursing Students. 
Debbie Robitaille, a senior from 
Columbiana, Ala., received a 
plaque and a $500 scholarship 
based on her essay, entitled "The 
Heart and Soul of Nursing." 
She was presented with these 
awards on Feb. 4 by Breakthrough 
to Nursing Chairperson Dinah 
Jones. 
Professors are important 
Robitaille was chosen by pro- 
fessors at the JSU nursing school 
to compete in the competition. 
After reading her essay, judges 
selected Robitaille as the winner 
of the statewide contest. 
Robitaille's main focus in her 
essay is the importance of nursing 
professors. In heressay, she stated, 
"Our educators are certainly the 
heart and soul of nursing." 
Robitaille also expressed her 
belief that "caring is a value, not 
simply an emotion," when it 
comes to nursing. "You can't 
On her first day of medical-sur- 
gical rotation, Robitaille said she 
was struck by something her in- 
structor said: 
"The person in that hospital bed 
could be your mother or your fa- 
ther. Treat each patient as you 
would them [parents] and you will 
always go home at night feeling 
good about yourself." 
This has been Robitaille's phi- 
losophy ever since, she said. 
Robitaille is also president of 
the Jacksonville Association of 
Nursing Students (JANS). JANS 
has recruited 130 new nursing stu- 
dents under her leadership. 
Through this organization she and 
other nursing students have been 
making and collecting donations 
to stock and furnish anew nursing 
clinic in the Baptist Retirement 
Village in Gadsden. 
Not just a number 
JSU nursing professor Angela 
Hambree said Robitaille is a "tre- 
mendous worker" and has been 
very valuable to JSU's nursing 
program. 
se of the Year 
Robitaille: With herplaque for Stu- 
dent Nurse of the Year 
JSU's nursing school was rec- 
ommended to Robitaille by a 
friend. On her first visit to the 
campus she was "impressed with 
the fact that she wasn't just con- 
sidered a number." She said the 
professors show a real concern 
for their students. 
Robitaille said the professors at 
the JSU nursing school were her 
inspiration in writing her essay 
because of their caring attitude 
and personal interaction with stu- 
dents and patients. 
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LIFT A FINGER. 
What if page two of Re Chanticleer looked like this? 
In an emergency, help isn't on the way 
unless someone calls. So before you 
press on their chest, breathe in their 
rrmthoreven check their pulse, call 
9-1 -1 or your local emergency number. 
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1 Your right to read: 
' Locking upjudicial records 
We suggest: 
Government should realize 
that freedom of the press 
has a purpose beyond just 
the concept. 
Big government is at it 
again. 
Less than a month ago, 
student journalists were dealt 
a serious blow with an 
amendment to the Family 
Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act (FERPA). Access 
to student judicial records has now been denied to the media. 
"How does this affect me?" you might ask. Read on and find 
out how you could be losing your right to read about what 
happens on campus. . 
FERPA is the act that ensures your education records remain 
your business. There's nothing wrong with that. However, what 
you may not realize is that at one time the act encompassed all 
records kept by an educational institution, including the Cam- 
pus Crime Docket you read each week in The Chanticleer. 
The docket is printed each week in the paper now, thanks to 
an amendment to FERPA. It helps to inform you, the JSU 
community, of what kinds of crimes are being committed here 
and where they're being committed as well. The Chanticleer 
provides the docket as a public service. 
You have a right to this information. You have a reason for 
needing it, as well: In spite of a decrease in JSU's crime rate, 
the nationwide trend is less reassuring. Public safety on campus 
is a major concern, and it's your right to know when, where 
and what crimes are committed at JSU. 
Since the 1992 changes, there has still been a lingering 
problem: judicial records. School officials nationwide, fearing 
bad press and harm to public relations, have been hiding 
student disciplinary records under FERPA. In many cases 
(though in no known cases here at JSU), some crimes are said 
to be intentionally channeled away from police or security 
department dockets directly into campus disciplinary proce- 
dures, virtually eliminating the PR problem caused by serious 
crimes. 
In other words, the public has no way of knowing about 
serious, potentially dangerous criminal activity. 
Though student journalists have fought this problem in 
courts, the U.S. Department of Education decided, as of 
January 1995, to cover these crimes under the FERPA blanket. 
Though states have open records laws, school officials fear 
punitive action for straying from FERPA, and rightfully so; 
politicians at every level seem to be proration-happy these 
days. 
Our government needs to realize that when the public's safety 
is at stake, it's our responsibility as journalists to point that out. 
Criminal activity on campus doesn't go away when we hide it, 
it simply grows unnoticed. 
This new amendment to FERPA is a serious step backward in 
promoting individual safety on campus, but besides that, it's an 
assault on your right to know and our right to tell you about it. 
Tax money wasted with war on marijuana 
Controlled legalization an option 
"smaller gov- Muchof oureffort-aneffortwhich than a weekly high and a job at the 
ernment" is the cost the taxpayer millions - was A&P, is their lifestyle any of our 
mantra of the directed at stopping the flow of mari- business? Would jailing these people 
age.The Ameri- juana into the United States. really help? Are they any worse than 
can people have Many of the people in my squadron the millions who spend their week- 
made it quite used pot in their teens (after all, the ends in front of the tube with a six- 
clear that they officers of Desert Storm were the pack? 
want the gov- 
ernment out of 
their local 
Lockette schools, their 
Staff writer !A businesses, their private and ar-
senals. Yet for the past two decades, 
our government has spent billions of 
dollars on a pointless crusade to save 
individual Americans from them- 
selves. This paternalistic campaign 
has led to aerial surveillance of pri- 
vate homes, costly involvement in 
the internal affairs of foreign coun- 
tries and massive government propa- 
ganda campaigns. All this to destroy 
a relatively harmless plant which in 
many areas of the country grows wild 
in ditches and between lanes of high- 
ways. That plant is Cannabis sativa. 
I've never smoked pot. In fact you 
could say I'm a veteran of the war on 
drugs. In the Air Force, I deployed 
with my squadron to Panama several 
times to refuel AWACS aircraft on 
drug interdiction sorties. It was the 
next best thing to being a dealer- 
Carribean sun, Cuban cigars, cheap 
booze and fifty bucks aday per diem. 
We stayed in first class hotels reput- 
edly owned by one of the drug car- 
tels. 
college students of the '70s). They 
came out okay. Did we really need to 
spend all this money? 
Our generation knows more about 
drug abuse than any preceding Arneri- 
can generation, including the baby 
boomers - which is why we view 
drugs much less favorably than the 
college students of the '60s. Yet most 
members of Generation X agree: 
marijuanais not like other illicitdrugs. 
It is only slightly more harmful than 
alcohol, if at all. And while it is 
illegal, trade in this drug will con- 
tinue to putmoney into the pockets of 
urban gangs and foreign drug cartels. 
Marijuana is a gateway drug. Any- 
one who can sell you marijuana can 
get a more expensive drug for you, 
and it is in his interest to do so. If this 
drug were sold in state-controlled 
facilities such as the ABC store, ex- 
perimenters might not feel pressured 
to move on to heavier drugs. 
This is not to say that pot doesn't 
have its dangers. Most regular users 
don't feel pressured to move on to 
anything; happy with their lot, they 
lose all ambition, all drive to suc- 
ceed. Chances are, most students at 
JSU know one of these people, and 
whilemost of us want more out of life 
"Reefer Madness" is a hoax. Many 
of us were in high school at the height 
of the "Just Say No" movement of the 
'80s and took seriously the idea that 
marijuana use endangers a young 
person's ability to "take part in the 
American Dream." But three of the 
most powerful men on the planet 
used the drug in their earlier years: 
Bill Clinton, A1 Gore, and Newt 
Gingrich. Race, gender, and educa- 
tional opportunity had more to do 
with their success than use of, or 
abstention from, this drug. 
The Chanticleer does not advocate 
the use of marijuana. Smoking pot 
can lead to memory loss, lung cancer, 
and sterility. It can also land you in 
jail. No one should feel pressured to 
use any drug, legal or illegal, and 
those who abstain from drinking and 
smoking deserve our applause. But 
the experiment of Prohibition has 
shown us that illegalizing asubstance 
used by many otherwise law-abiding 
people does little but make a mock- 
ery of the law. 
Thanks to the%aby boomers, we 
have become experts on the world of 
drugs. It's time they started listening 
to us. 
Stat ist ics show 1 in 500 college students have the HIV virus 
(causes AIDS). In a population o f  8000, roughly 16 people 
have HIV. Those 16 people should be easy t o  avoid, right? 
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GET THE PICTURE? YOU MAY, IN TEN TO TWELVE YEARS, 
Too much money is poured into athletics 
To the Editor: 
Once again, our University, the champion of higher 
learning, has allotted a great sum of money 
($700,000) to athletic pursuits, while other depart- 
ments suffer needlessly by using outdated equip- 
ment. 
The athletes receive more funds from their extra- 
curricularactivities than do those of us who consider 
education a full-time job. Therefore, it is time to ask 
ourselves if these expenditures are necessary. Will 
baseball and football further our future careers, 
force reform in the government or find a cure for 
cancer? Where are the cultural giants in the athletes 
who contract social diseases, rape beauty contes- 
tants and murder their ex-wives? Are there master- 
pieces of art and literature that flourish in sports? Is 
there music in the grunts of muddy, over-paid play- 
ers as they bring up the great philosophical debate of 
salary caps over a seventh-inning stretch? 
If this attitude sounds overly cynical, maybe it is 
because we are tired of our educational dollars 
being poured into trivialities when other depart- 
ments need technological equipment and basic learn- 
ing tools. Don't misunderstand this view; the games 
make money for the University, teach teamwork 
and provide social events for all to attend. Also, 
some of these players are truly interested in a higher 
education rather than being simply concerned with 
a cheering crowd at a home game. However, the 
students and administrators who do insist upon 
giving money to the athletic department instead of 
utilizing it for our schooling do this at the expense 




"GENeration X - Good Education, Not  
Xtras'' - 
Reader was 'disgusted' by column on sex 
To the Editor: 
After reading the article "Sex shouldn't be just a 
primal act," I was disgusted. I disagree with Keith 
Tasker's approach of trying to get people to get to 
know each other first before having sex. 
You spoke from your own experience as you said, 
"That's how long it took before my girlfriend and I 
took the plunge." First of all, "three or four months" 
is hardly any time at all to get to know each other. 
Secondly, "taking the plunge" is a tacky and dis- 
tasteful way of describing an act you later described 
as "making love." 
I've been dating my boyfriend for over a year, and 
we have never had sex. Yes, a lot of people think we 
are so-called "religious," and to apoint we are. More 
important than that is the fact that we have arelation- 
ship with a loving yet just God who COMMANDS 
waiting for marriage. 
For those of you who have already judged me as a 
religious fanatic, open your minds a little. Why is 
waiting for marriage looked down upon as old- 
fashioned? Hey, maybe it is, but do you think we 
would have as big a problem with AIDS, and many 
other diseases Keith is so concerned with, if people 
abstained? It's so simple, but people continue to 
rationalize this moral issue as if it's not big deal. 
Oh, by the way Keith, I did agree with the one 
good point you made - there are indeed emotional 
factors to be weighed. The factors are too heavy to 
give an irretrievable part of yourself to someone 
who isn't committed to being there for you for a 
lifetime. 
For those who are waiting, I commend you, as it's 
not always easy. Sex inside of marriage is the most 
beautiful and pure act, because our Creator made it 
so. For those of you who continue rationalizing, 
you're the ones missing out! 
Tracy Seals 
Student 
1 How do you feel about 
the legalization of 
mariiuana? 
-- compiled by Bradley Mickelson 
"I'm all for it! It's much healthier 
than drinking (not that I'd know 
anything about drinking). " 
- Adam Barton 
Junior 
"I think it should be, because it is 
just as addicting as alcohol and 
cigarettes and the buzz is better." 
- Janna Schmidt 
Junior 
"It's a drug, and it should remain 
as a drug. Just go out and enjoy 
life itseg " 
- Scott Williams 
Junior 
"It should stay illegal! I hate 
drugs and the people that do 
drugs. Just say no!" 
- Dustin Harper 
Freshman 
i 
"It should be legal! ~ h e k o r l d  
+i~ would be a less vzolent place if 
everybody smoked weed." 
- Tom Greenawalt 
66 
FEATURES Will you be so kind as to pelform some tests for us? 99 The Chanticleer March 2, 1995 
The red and blue lights bounce rhythmi- "Here you are evaluated for your state of 
cally off of the surrounding buildings. You chemical dependency," says an employee of 
look around to see passers-by rubbernecking the center. There are three different classes in 
as they look on, thankful that they are not in which placement is dependant upon the se- 
your shoes. verity of your habit or if you are a repeat 
The men standing over you ask questions, offender. Evaluation will cost you $50. 
which you are slow in answering. Most of Classes meet once a week for a month and 
your thoughts are come with an ad- 
cluttered by the alco- ditional fee of $60. 
hol. You, my friend, 
have just made a big "Back in rnv "It's really hard to teach and make 
Y 
mistake. ~ t ' s  easy for a true impact with 
the officers to point younger days, the the students given 
this out to you. - d thelimited time we 
After ali, it's their on 1~ pena lty. . .was have,'' says one of 
iob. the program's in- - - 
"Will you be so a simple slap on structors. "What 
kind as to perform we try to do is have 
some tests for us?" the wrist. all the members the policeman asks. [who remain 
YOU; motor skills are anonymous out- 
shot, but YOU might NO w ada ysf it's sidetheclassroom] 
pecting to be told after a night on the town: 
"You're under arrest." 
Thrown in the slammer 
The payment for DUI comes quickly, as 
you find yourself behind bars. The time to 
sober up is based on the breath alcohol level. 
For most, it is eight hours, spent in the drunk 
tank of the local jail. "Bail is set at anywhere 
from $1,000 to $1,100. This is not including 
additional charges you could receive, such as 
aresistance of arrest or speeding which could 
hike up the bill even further," says Greg Ray, 
an employee of Acme Bonding Company 
Incorporated. "To get a bondsman to bail you 
out will cost 10 percent of the bail plus an 
additional $30 to $40 for someone to come 
w 
as well co&ply with 1, share their experi- 
the man, there's no not  worth it. encesandtaketime 
J 
sense in digging the to reflect upon 
grave any deeper. what it is that has 
You find it hard to brought them 
keep your balance as you attempt to stand on here." 
one foot and touch your nose at the same This brings up the next penalty you must 
time. Even counting from one to ten is be- pay. According to the Alabama law, you 
yond your capabilities. The tests are capped must turn you license over to the state for a 
off with a breath reading. It comes out .159. total of 90 days. If caught driving within this 
You must be over .10 to be considered 0%- period, you could lose your right to drive for 
cially under the influence in Alabama. You a year. 
now hear the three words you were not ex- After completing DUI classes, you receive 
a certificate that proves you served your 
time. "I'm putting mine on my wall to remind 
me of what I had to go through," says one 
student. Another dismisses the piece of paper 
and wishes she could forget the whole expe- 
rience. 
Insurance skyrockets 
Five years will be the wait for the driving 
record to be cleared of the DUI, according to 
the city court. This raises yet another prob- 
lem you are bound to face soon. The insur- 
ance rate for your car will change once the 
agent discovers theinfractionon your records. 
According to Allstate representative Gay 
Blackwell, most insurance agencies check 
driving records annually. She says if your 
I down and sign for you." records show evidence of DUI, rates will The booking process is completed with double. Also, if you are caught a second time, - 
fingerprints and a "photo opportunity" you coverage will be dropped immediately. 
It is very early i n the m 0 rn i n g , 3 a. m. to wish you could avoid. After being released, You can get your license back after the 90 
vou are allowed to drive until acourt appear- days have expired, but this will cost $25, and . . 
be exact. There is a certain chill in the air. A ~ncewhichwilldecideyourfate. anbther waitbf 10 to 20 days. 
Court day has you downtown with a room The rough payment for being charged with 
ch i 11 b ro u g ht 0 n not 0 n by the weather, but full of othervio1ators.Courtcostis set at $45. drivingundertheinfluence: $7OO,plusdouble 
If you are convicted of a DUI, you will owe your car insurance along with 90 days with 
also the thoughts and fee 1 i ng s that you are the state $400, according to the felony fee no driver's license. 
chart located in the court office. An older class member from the Mental 
experiencing at the moment. It's hard to ac- Therapyisaddedcostltime Health Center says, "Back in my younger 
Next stop is a visit to the Calhoun-Cleburne days, the only penalty for DUI was a simple 
cept what is happening to YOU. Mental Health Facility as part of your court slap on the wrist and your were asked to go 
referral program. home. Nowadays, it's just not worth it." 
Story by Robert Ray Layout by Jamie Cole Photo illustration by Chere Lee 
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Even before her earliest per- 
formancesas her brother's beau- 
tiful assistant in her pretend cir- 
cus shows, Susan McCain knew 
she wanted to be an actress. 
"I always wanted to do  this. 
When I was little, my brother 
and I use to play circus, and he 
would put me in front of bales of 
hay and shoot B.B. 's at me,"she 
says. 
McCain has always enjoyed 
performing. "I liked entertai'n- 
ing. I liked getting in front of 
audiences and singing and 
dancing or doing any kind of 
performing." McCain can recall 
doing a performance even as 
early as the age o f  three. "I 
understand that when I was 
about three, I did a belly dance 
for my mom's church group. I 
had little rhinestones in my belly 
button and everythingtUshe says. 
Becoming an actress was 
McCainls way of fulfill ing al l  
her childhood dreams. "There 
.g were so many things I wanted to 
2 do  in life, things I wanted to be, 
8 like a surgeon o r  an architect. I 
'figured one way to be al l  of 
field toget to do al l  thesethings." 
Throughout her education, 
McCain continued to prepare 
for her professional acting ca- 
reer by participating in church 
plays and school plays. While 
she was in high school, she per- 
formed with a dance company 
out of Birmingham. After gradu- 
at ing f rom h igh school in 
Ashville, she left home for the 
first time to attend the University 
of Alabama. 
In her early twenties, McCain 
moved to California to pursue 
her acting career. While in Los 
Angeles, she studied with Lee 
Strasberg, a theater director, 
teacher and actor known as the 
chief American exponent o f  
"method acting." McCain stud- 
ied this style, in which actors are 
encouraged to use their emo- 
tional experience and memory 
in preparing to "live" a role. 
While on the West Coast, 
McCain found work in plays, 
commercials, films for televi- 
sion and soap operas (includ- 
ing recurring roles on "Days of  
Our  Lives" and "General Hos- 
were few and far between . I 1  
McCain came to JSU about 
two and a half years ago 
because she was very im- 
pressed with the drama de- 
~ar tment .  She also mentioned 
that there was an "immediate 
sense of support in the fac- 
ulty." 
McCain says she enjoys 
teaching a great deal. "It's 
that way of teaching where 
I'm also learning from the stu- 
dents. Hopefully, I'm enabling 
them and at the same time, 
without their realizing it, there 
is a circle of learning going 
on. I gain inspiration from 
teaching my classes,"she says. 
Since McCain has been at 
JSU, she has directed several 
productions, including "Steel 
Magnolias,""Treasure Island" 
and "Hansel and Gretel."She 
has also acted in the play 
"Same Time Next Year." Her 
next project wil l  be acting in 
"Love Letters" with Steve 
Whitton on March 15 and 17 
as part of the Festival of Arts. 
McCain: TheJSUdramateacher, herewithamemberofoneofheracting them would be to be an actor. I pitall'). "I did anything I could," 
classes, says she learns from her students. chose acting to be my major remembers McCain, "and jobs 
-- by Mai Martinez 







When you buy a large pizza 
at regular menu price - 
pwF You'll love the stuff we're made of.'" 
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Check Your Local Yellow Pages 
I Dine-In Carryout Delivery I 
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I ' 2 Medium Specialty Pizzas I I i (or up to 3-toppings) i $ 1 4 9 9  I 
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! 1 Large Specialty Pizza 61 A ! 
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IN C O N C E R T  
BIRMINGHAM 
DROWN 
Chris Connolly Mar. 6 
5 POINTS MUSIC HALL 
SOUTH 
The Mighty, Mighty Mar. 7 
Bosstones 
with Face To Face 
ATLANTA 
CENTER STAGE 
B.B. King Apr. 7 
with Bobby Blue Bland 
7:30 p.m. & 10:30 p.m. 
$35.25, $27.75 
CENTER STAGE THEATRE 
Liz Phair Apr. 28 
8 p.m. $12.75 
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM 
Slayer, Biohazard Mar. 3 
7:30 p.m. 
Offspring Mar. 8 
9 p.m. $13.50 
LAKEWOOD AMPHITHEATRE 
Tom Petty & Apr. 15 
The Heartbreakers 
8 p.m. $28.75 (resew.) 
$17.25 (lawn) 
THE MASQUERADE 
Five Eight Mar. 3 
9 p.m. $5.00 (over 21) 
$8.00 (under 21) 
Digable Planets Mar. 5 
9 p.m. $15.50 (adv.) 
Chris Connolly Mar. 7 
9 p.m. $6.00 (adv.) 
MASQUERADE MUSIC PARK 
Weezer Apr. 1 
7 p.m. $12.50 
THE O M N l  
The Grateful Dead Mar. 26-27 
7:30 p.m. Mar. 29-30 
Ticket price TBA 
THE ROXY 
Bob Mould Mar. 8 
$15.03 
The Cult Mar. 12 
with Big Chief 
8 p.m. $17.50 
VARIETY PLAYHOUSE 
Aquarium Rescue Unit Mar. 3 
8:30 p.m. $8.00 
Victoria Williams Mqr. 21 
8 p.m. $15.00 
The London Suede/Catherine 
Feb. 24 
The Masquerade 
Catherine did prove last Friday that they 
have a very interesting show. Not many 
people seemed into their music, but it was 
great all the same. With three guitars spill- 
ing out feedback over bass and drums, 
Catherine reminded me of the time I saw 
Smashing Pumpkins many years ago at 
that same club. The only disappointment 
was the lack of on-stage antics expected of 
Catherine shows, but with the strict secu- 
rity, Catherine couldn't very well yank 
people on stage. Oh, well. 
After thirty minutes of waiting, The Lon- 
don Suede took 'the stage, and the crowd 
went completely crazy. The same crowd 
that stood still for Catherine became a 
whirlwind of hands and hair as Suede 
played. They sounded great, with music 
very reminiscent of The Smiths yet up- 
dated enough to make it fresh. And then 
there was lead singer Brett Anderson, all 
that British pompousness and a great voice 
too. The London Suede is a fine British pop 
band and is even better live than on disc. 
The show would have been temfic if it had 
For a recorded message of current 
rate information, call 
I - ~ o O - ~ U S  BOND 1-800-487-2663 
Stock 
not been for the audience. It's OK for the r By Tim Lockette 
band to be arrogant and pretentious, not Features writer 
the audience. Oh, well. 
Spearhead "Give me back my life, Elizabeth Rob- 
Mar. 5 ins!" This is how Joanne Gates, a JSU 
The Masquerade English professor, sums up the frustrations 
Michael Franti and his group, Spear- of writing the biography of an obscure 
head, are virtually unknown to most literary figure. Gates recounted trials of 
people. Franti is the former lead singer of research and the loneliness of a writer's life 
the urban rap group The Disposable He- in a speech last Thursday at Houston Cole 
roes of Hiphopersey, a band that sang Library. 
more about politics and life than about Gates' book, "Elizabeth Robins: 1862 - 
how big a girl's butt is. Spearhead may 1952 Actress, Novelist, Feminist," is an 
not have the hard edge that The Heroes account of the life of one of America's 
did but Franti still has that voice. He is most talented early feminists, but also one 
one of the smoothest rappers' around of its most forgotten. Elizabeth Robins was 
with some of the most intelligent lyrics best known for staging the plays of Henrick 
around. Go out there and get educated. Ibsen in London at the turn of the century. 
Chris Connelly She was also a novelist, playwright and 
Drown / The Masquerade diarist whose works seem to have been left 
Mar. 6 / Mar. 7 behind by the recent wave of revivals in 
You have two nights to catch Chris women's literature. While Ted Turner 
Connelly, so there is no reason not to see brings the Brontes into millions of homes, 
him. He has been on the front of alterna- movie versions of Edith Wharton novels 
tive music with such bands as Ministry, fly off the shelves at video stores and 
Revolting Cocks, and Pigface. Now he's "Little Women" brings in big box office 
on his own again in support of his third returns, Robins' works are mostly out of 
solo release, "Shipwreaked." Connelly print. 
has an incredible voice, and his solo stuff Gates is now editing for publication a 
is more reminiscent of pop ballads than journal Robins kept on a trip to Alaska. 
of the hard edged bands he affiliates "The producers of 'Northern Exposure' 
himself with. All you need is alittle wine, should lookinto this," Gates says, only half 
cheese and Connelly to make a very in jest. "There's enough for a season of 
weird, romantic evening. * flashbacks if they are interested." 
face to face Gates welcomes the idea of a movie or 
Mar. 7 mini-series about Robins' life, though Gates 
Five Points Music Hall South believes "her accomplishments were more 
According to reports of last Saturday's important than her love letters." 
show at the Masquerade, face to face is a Gates' book, published by the University 
brutal live act. of Alabama Press, has been awarded the 
Black eyes and bloody noses: What Elizabeth Agee Prize. Printed in a limited 
better way to spend the evening? edition of less than 1500 copies, the book is 




Gifts for all occasions 
from our 
Waterford collection. 
Lhmore 8-1 /2" vase; 
#1 Paperweight; 
5-1 /2" Footed Bowl; 
Condiment Set with 
spoon (2 in set); 
Small Cottage Clock; 
Ring Holder. 
Member National Bridal Service 
A publtc servtce of this newspaper I 81 2 Pelharn Plaza 435-4076 Jacksonville, A 1  1. 
by Bill Watterson 
SOM€T\MES RLL THAT 
FELNE D\GA\N IS JUST 
Too MUCU TO KEEP UP. 
T'U CARRY MY SECRET TO 
about the new biology teacher. 
SWH THEY'LL RE A EUBUNCN 
OF GRWND.DoWN, RwNDED, 
INDISTINGU\SHABLE STUMPS, 
MISSING WE\R W R R R U U  RND 
SMUDGED WIN OTHER COLORS. 
"Does this sweater make me look bulky?" 
I NOT\C€D SNE HRD TO 
THINK A m  \T. 
TEAR AROUND! YOU NOt4" HAVE 
HELO, CU\EF ? \S \'i A LAW THAT 
YWR SOCK3 H R K  TO MATCH W I N G  
EL5E YWRE WEhR\NG ' 
SPORTS I'm sad ~ t ' s  over The Chanticleer March 2, 1995 
One incredible season 
Seniors play big part in final win; team finishes season with 24-1 record 
r By Jeh Jeh Pruitt 
Sports editor 
PAT. .. PAT ... PAT.. ! Every JSU 
fan in Pete Mathews Coliseum 
was shouting Pat Amour's name 
Tuesday night in the men's final 
game of the season. He needed 
only 23 points to become a mem- 
berof the 1,000-point club, and he 
got it off a free throw, the only 
place he had trouble at on the 
court. 
It was the final game for four 
young men who have meant a 
great deal to Jax State and to coach 
Bill Jones. This group helped JSU 
post a 40-9 record over the past 
two seasons. These four men are 
Armour, John Session, Greg 
Edmonds and Tim Scott. 
"The thing I appreciate about 
them is they're good representa- 
tives," said Jones. "It's been areal 
pleasure to be around those guys. 
They have a character that you 
would want your own children to 
have. I wonder what this team 
could have done in the Division I1 
competition playoff. You'd beat 
yourself to death with that theory." 
Armour has 1,000 points 
Before Armourjoined the 1,000- 
point club, he averaged 14.5 points 
per game as a junior, which gave 
him Honorable Mention All- 
American honors. In his 49-game 
career, he scored in double fig- 
ures all 49 games and has 10 or 
more rebounds in 37 games. He 
has pulled down more than 600 
rebounds and scored a career high 
Gamecocks 
v By Eddie Burch 
Sports writer 
The Gamecock baseball team suf- 
fered their first setback of the season 
in a 3-2 12-inning thriller Friday 
against Union University. 
Through the first five innings, the 
gameremainedscoreless. T.J. Wilder 
broke up Jason Craft's no-hitter with 
a homer to left. 
Union's starting pitcher, Andrea 
Johnson, pitched seven shut-out in- 
nings, allowing only three walks, 
three hits, and striking out nine. 
Chad Gainey reached first and also 
advanced on a wild pitch. Chris 
Bradby M i c k h n  
He did it: JSUS #30 Edward Coleman and Tenn. TempleS #21 Jeremy Mears argue over a call. 
of 37 points vs. Lane College. 
"I was trying to get them all in 
the first half. I thought he wasn't 
gonna let me back in. I thought I 
wasgoing tomiss both free throws. 
I'm thinlung about playing foot- 
ball, but I haven't talked with 
Coach Burgess yet. I'm thinking 
about trying out with the CBL 
(Canadian Basketball League)," 
said Armour. 
Since Greg Edmonds transferred 
from UAB his freshman season, 
he's been an important part of the 
Gamecocks success over the past 
three years. In his senior year, he 
averaged 6.6 points per ball game 
and 3 rebounds per contest. His 
career high was against Baptist 
Christian when he scored 18 
points. He has played in 73 games 
at JSU. 
"I'm sad its over. I can't com- 
plain about this year with a 24-1 
record. That phase of my life is 
over. It's time to get on with my 
life. I'm gonna miss these guys. 
Coach had a big impact on me. I 
can't say enough about that. It's 
time to find something else to fall 
back on. I'm going concentrate on 
graduating school." saidEdmonds 
Tim Scott was responsible for 
getting the ball down the court 
safely and throwing it to the open 
man. He had over 260 assists, 
ranking him eighth on the all-time 
list. He averaged eight points per 
game and scored in double fig- 
ures 13 times. His best game was 
against Oakland City with 25 
points. 
"I feel God has provided a great 
blessing, and I'm very fortunate 
to play on this team. It's been very 
memorable. So many memories 
that were positive. I'm thankful 
for the experience with the team. 
Iplan to finish school in the future 
and there's a possibility of the 
European League, but it's not of- 
ficial. The main thing is to gradu- 
ate first," said Scott. 
John Session was the second 
leading scorer in '93-'94 with a 
15.3 points per game. He was this 
year's second leading three-point 
shooter, shooting better than 40 
percent. He scored in double fig- 
ures 39 of 48 games, including his 
career high game vs. Shaw Col- 
lege with 28 points. He was the 
Most Valuable Player in the 1994 
Invitational Tournament. 
"I'm sad that it's over, the ca- 
reer I enjoyed. I'm glad of my 
career, but I'm sad to see the fellas 
go. I'm gonna try to graduate and 
find a job," said Session. 
Season closer was slamfest 
The Gamecocks ended the sea- 
son with a remarkable record, de- 
feating Tennessee Temple Uni- 
versity 93-55. 
It has been a long time since the 
JSU fans have seen a slamfest, but 
they did Tuesday night. 
There were eight dunks total in 
the contest. Amour had four, 
Aaron Kelley and Session had 
tMjo, and Edward Coleman had 
one. 
Jones and his staff are starting 
to look for recruits, and he wants 
to find a player who can play three 
positions if asked. 
drop thriller with Union for first loss of season 
MacNichol came through with a 
pinch-hit RBI single to right, bring- 
ing the Gamecocks within a run. 
Finally, in the bottom of the ninth 
inning, JSU tied the game. With one 
out and runners on 1st and 3rd, Cox 
singled to drive in Johnny Griggs. 
Union finally took the lead again 
when Stephen Hall drilled apinch-hit 
home run over the left field fence. 
It was only the third hit of the game 
for Union, but it made the difference. 
The Gamecocks managed to load 
the bases in their half of the 12th. But 
with one out, center fielder Wes Allen 
grounded into a double play to end it. 
Not all of the news was bad this 
week. Before losing to Union, the 
Gamecocks edged Shorter College 
5-4 on Friday. 
Sweep three with King College 
In the first game of a double header 
against King College Saturday, 
Gamecocks starter Hal Hodge fanned 
10 Tornadoes over six innings to 
pick up his first win of the year. 
Senior right-hander Brandon Davis 
pitched seven innings, and gave the 
Gamecocks their first shutout of the 
year in their second game. 
JSU got only got three hits off 
Tornado Jamie Strickland, but were 
able to put three runs on the board, 
thanks to five walks and four errors 
from King. 
In the single game on Monday, King 
College jumped ahead in the first. 
Craig Kleinman sent a chopper down 
the 1st base line that took a bad hop 
over Jason Cox, driving in two runs. 
Corky Gordon laid down a text 
book bunt for his first hit as a Game- 
cock. 
Cox promptly blasted his sixth 
homer of the year into Martin Hall's 
parking lot to give JSU a 3-2 lead. 
Cox has now driven in 16 runs this 
season. 
After years in football, Jeh Jeh tackles (or gets tackled by) aerobics 
When I 
first went in, 
I thought I 
was going to 
die! That's 
the mentality 








stranger to physical contact, but 
some of the muscles that got 
worked during a high-impact 
aerobic workout sent obscenities 
to my brain. 
Just what makes these people, 
usually women, come and 
sweat, jump around, and get 
their heart pumping? Because 
it's fun! 
I thought the best way to tell 
others how fuh an aerobics 
workout could be was to go 
to stretch my legs and upper 
body when Heather Hardin told 
me we stretch during the 
workout. I didn't know that! 
Our instructor came in, 
cranked up the music and began 
her commands of destruction - 
so I thought. 
My heart was beating franti- 
cally with fear because I 
couldn't do the move right ,and 
everyone seemed to have their 
eyes on me, one of the two men 
in the group. 
I finally got relaxed or I didn't 
care anymore. After it was all 
over, I was tired (really tired!) , 
but I was still standing (you 
know, ladies can outdo men in a 
lot of things, even exercise). 
April Payne, the instructor for 
the evening, said, "Good job!" 
That was all I needed to hear. 
Coming from her, it really 
meant something to me (thanks 
April). 
Payne is not the only trainer. 
Who is responsible for this 
all-star cast? Cindy Bloomfield, 
JSU's Health Fitness Coordina- 
tor. 
"This is gonna sound real 
cheesy, but it's the truth. I got 
into it because it's just so neat!" 
said Bloomfield. "In physical 
therapy, you never really know 
if your helping people. Here 
you get people off cigarettes, 
and they're so appreciative." 
Bloomfield also said although 
most people don't know, they 
can make an appointment for a 
fitness consultation to help with 
a person's diet, weight program 
or anything else. But the best 
thing about all of this is that it's 
FREE ! 
If there is one thing I learned 
doing aerobics, it's that it works 
every muscle and also the 
opposing muscle. 
There's only one muscle on 
my body that will never need 
any exercise because it is 
through one myself. She is accompanied by Julie worked all the time - my 
I 
KuA Toskw 
O.K., here's when it all began: Campbell, Marsha Crow and mouth! (Gotcha, ha ha.) Step lively: Tevin Collins keeps the pace in aerobics class. 
I took my sweats off and began Christie Mock. 
J )  - mcso 
CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION 
For more information about the C.S.O. program, 
please call Father Bill Lucas 
at (205) 435-3238. 
meets at St. Charles 
Catholic Church 
on 7th Street, NE 
Jacksonville. 
The Hammett name has been synonymous with car care in 
Jacksonville for one-half century. We pledge to continue 
that tradition. 
R E S E R V E  O F F I C E R S '  T R A I N I N G  C O R P S  
ON THEIR, WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a By the time you have graduated from 
freshman or sophomore, you can still college, you'll have the credentials of 
catch up to your classmates by an Army officer. You'll also have 
attending Army ROTC Camp Chal- the self-confidence and discipline 
lenge, a paid six-week summer it takes to succeed in college and 
course in leadership training. beyond. 
ARMY ROTC 
. . TEE SMARTEST C O W  COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
For details, visit Rowe Hall or call 
782-5601 
k 
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r By Jeh Jeh Pruitt on it. That was the theme from Basketball forward Aaron Kelley 
Sports editor Anniston High." said, "I wear the same wrist bands 
Louisiana, especially the city of Some people simply crack jokes until I have a bad game. I also put 
New Orleans,is knownforits tradi- to get in the mood to play, while my right stuff on before the left." 
tions of voodoo, hexes, and other others get very quiet and don't want Rusty Brand said he sits in the 
forms of magic. The people who anyone to talk to them. same place every pre-game talk, 
perform these displays of magic "I put my grandfather's initials and Greg Edmonds said there's 
usually go through some type of on my wrist bands," said wide re- nothing like a little pre-game nap to 
ritual or ceremony. ceiver Brian Grier. "I did that in clear the mind and get focused for 
Often these rituals involve dirty high school also. It's something to the game. 
socks and used jock straps. remember him. He always wanted "Wherever I sit on the bench, I 
Not really, but for some athletes, to see me play, but he never could." always go back to the same spot. I 
pre-gameritualsinvolvesuchitems. Kenton Kelley's ritual is some- used to eat a Zero bar and a Moun- 
Superstitions abound in athletics. thing most people don't hear of - tain Dew before every game," said 
For example, a couple of the JSU especiallyin sports other than foot- Gamecock pitcher Jason Craft. 
h t b d l  coaches will spit tobacco ball. "I put my 'hood' (the place Blaine Douglass never steps on 
iathe middle of their shirts on game he's from) on my right hand," he the I st base line on the baseball 
b y ,  because some time prior to said, Iput 'TEAM' on my left hand, diamond, major-leaguer Wade 
&at, they won the game when they but it doesn't just stand for 'team'; Boggs always enjoys somechicken 
accidentally spit on their shirts. it stands for Together Everyone before every game, and Mickey 
Every Friday, the football team, Achieves More." Tuttleton loves those Fruit Loops 
whether at home or away, eats half Stranger, grosser things before he plays. 
abird, green beans, scalloped pota- These examples are mild com- The Rifle team goes through a 
toes and rolls. For the pre-game pared to some. There are more vio- meditation process to get in a zone 
meal on Saturdays, they eat steak. lent, sickening examples, such as of shooting perfection. 
Some put honey on their steaks, wearing the samejock strap and not Whatever ritual athletes do be- 
andothers used A-l sauce, but it is washing it for the entire season, or fore a competition, they obviously 
an every-game thing. smelling dirty socks because the think it helps their performance. 
"I always wear a cut-off black T- aroma is lucky, or even using the There's no word yet, though, on 
shirt in the game," said outside line- restroom (#2) every time . .. not to whether or not the Gamecocks stick 
backerWillie Jett. Tracey Pilot said lighten the load, but because the pins in dolls shaped like opposing 
heG'hadashirtwith 'HoldtheRope' position has a special meaning. team members. 
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in common? They all  play a part in Gamecock victories -- or at least 
DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T 
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS. 
Next time your friend insists on 
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to 
stop him. Because if he kills innocent 
people, how will you live with yourself? 
players think so. 
JSU shooter Shawn Wells qualifies for national rifle team 
r By Jeh Jeh Pruitt 
Sports editor " 
A JSU graduate who was on the 
rifle team will represent his coun- 
try, as well as this University, in the 
1995 World Cup Match in Havana, 
Cuba. 
Shawn M. Wells, now a member 
of the National Rifle team, is cur- 
rently at the Olympic training sight 
in Colorado Springs, Colo., prepar- 
ing for competition. 
"It's basically a dream come true. 
It's pretty competitive because it's 
the largest team," said Wells. 
Wells graduated in April 1994 
with a B.S. in Law Enforcement. 
He maintained good grades 
throughout his stay here and left 
with a 3.03 GPA. He competed in 
two NCAA Championships, one in 
1993 at West-Point, in small- 
bore rifle, and the other in '93 'at 
VirginiaMilitary Institute, VA, also 
in small-bore competition. 
Wells was selected to the Small- 
bore All-American Team twice, in 
'92 and '93, and was a two-time' 
All-Academic in the Gulf South 
Conference. 
In small-bore competition, Wells 
maxed out to shoot his best score 
ever in Martin, Tenn., when he 
shot 1172 out of 2000. His last 
season average was 1150, which 
included a perfect 400 prone. 
Wells' best season was his '91-92 
season, averaging 1153 per con- 
test. 
"I moved out to Colorado 
Springs, and within six months I 
got on the National Rifle Team. 
Some were selected to the World 
Cup and others were in the Pan Am 
Games in Argentina. Eight are 
going to Cuba, and this will be the 
first one held this year. There will 
be four more in Japan, Germany, 
Korea, and Italy," stated Wells. 
The National Championship 
was the end of last August. Each 
player has two chances to make the 
team. If you sh'oot as high as the 
fourth place person on the team, 
you are automatically on the team. 
Wells missed the Pan Am Gqmes 
by one Gint,but he definitely en- 
joys thk a ~ ~ ~ m r n o d a t i o n s  at the 
training site. ,. . i . .  
"It's great! We jive in dorms, 
twopople to arqom, everything's 
paid for. We deal with part-time 
Wells: Will represent USA at World 
Jobs, no more than 20 hours a we will be in the Olympics in '96'," Cup r$e 
week. Your main focus is on your said'Wells. 
training. We do a lot of cardidvas- Wells is one of the few people he goes, he will be an example to 
cular workouts, we have access to with such awonderful opportunity. this Ueiversity, and he will always 
sports medicine, [andl free eating He may have chances to visit for- beaGamecock. Goodluck toShawn 
in the cafeteria. It's just a great eign countries and even be in At- Wells, a member of the National 
atmosphere to be in, and hopefully lanta next summer. But wherever Rifle Team. 
LUXURY CONDOS 
, --.-.- 
Jacksonville Square a 435-8200 
Ft. McClellan 0236-7771 
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L U N ~ H D E A L  # I  7 
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I WEDNESDAY NIGHT - MARCH 8TH 
Leone Cole Auditorium 7 - 10 P.M. 
Bidding starts at 10:30 
Entertainment: The Music Of RAVENWOOD 
Tickets: $3 Students $5 General Public 
Tickets can be purchased in the SGA office or at the door 
"Forrest Gump" VIRTUAL 
March 7th 7 8 9:30 P.M. REALITY! 
1 TMB $1 Admission l ~ a t c h  6th *I24  P.M. International House 
*Applications for officers and senators due by 4:30 p.m. on March 2. 
*Election Meeting - March 3 at 3 p.m. - TMIS 3rd Floor 
*Election Forum - SGA Officers directly after SGA Meeting March 6th 
*SGA Election March 14th 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. & March 15 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
